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increased paitlr as a result of de~v aliution raising
their sterling value net private income from
abroad being no lei=s than £800 million in 1970
Should the British Go\ eminent enooiirage or
discourage private investment abroad? In 1967
and 1968 Professor Beddaway published his Re
poit1-! on this subject prepared for the Confedera
tion of British Industry He concluded that for
e>err £100 of British direct prrvate Investment
overseas Brtish exports -would immediately
increase by about £11 i e there would be an
initial drain, on the balance ot payments of £89
The avenge rate of profU on capital after overseas
tax would thereafter be about £8 per annum or
only £5 if capital appreciation was allowed for
In arriving at a policy for foreign investment the
fchort term balance of payments loss mufat be
weighed against the long term gam Ihe import
ance of the short term consideiations depends on
the state of the balance of payments f g if more
investment overseas at a time of deficit causes the
dove nment to tal e deflationary measures the
national cost is great
The International Monetary System
(i) International Liquidity
Imbalance in payments between countries is
financed by transfers of gold or foreign exchange
(see G8) These reserves of gold and foreign ex
change are known as international lawuM/u
Their basic characteristic is general acceptability
they can perform their function only if they retain
the confidence of those engaged in internation vl
transactions Unless it is ultimately convertible
into goods and services, gold has merely an in
dustnal and ornamental value But since most
central banks are prepared to buy and sell gold at
a fixed price In terms of their local currency coafl
dence m gold, is maintained
Two international reserve cumn&es have em
erged to supplement gold the pound and the
dollar The pound has performed this function
since World "War I but the dollar has become the
main reserve currency since World War II Sur
plus countries are prepared to hold short term
debt in pounds or dollars—bo earning a rate of
interest—confident that their future trading defl
cits can be financed by payment of these currencies
or by their conversion Into gold. These holdings
are the dollar and sterling 'balances (see Q-7-8)
Like gold they can perform their function as
international reserves only if there is confidence
that they can be converted into other currencies
and hence Into goods and services at current ex
change rates There is one other form of inter
national liquidity—drawing rights! on the IMS'
(see OS) At the end of 1970 gold accounted for
47 per cent of total international liquidity foreign
exchange reserves for 41 per cent the IOT1 tor 8
per cent and the newly created Special Drawing
Bights (see Q33) for 4 per cent
In recent years two developments have under
mined the present international monetary system
First the growth of International trade has out
stripped the growth of reserves with which to
finance imbalances hi this trade Between. 1952
and 1969 world trade measured in dollars rose
"by 220 per cent •whereas international liquidity
measured lit dollars rose by only -36 per cent
Gold reserves, have been a declining proportion ot
International liquidity partly because gold pro
 dnction has been hammered by the fixed price m
the face of rising costs of gold production and ilao
because an increasing proportion of newly mined
gold has found its way into private speculative
hoards and not into official stocks The other
main source of new international licimdity was in
increase m dollar balances By the late 1960s
dollar balances actually exceeded the United
States gold reserves
Ihe second problem to have emerged is the
veakness in *he balance of payments of the reserve
currency countries Both Britain and the United
States have had persistent deficits in recent years
As a result there have been periodic fears that the
dollar or the pound would be devalued In terms of
gold and other currencies and this has resulted in
SD-culauion against the dollar and the pound (sec.
G30) .The inadequacy of international liquidity
and the weakness of the reserve currencies pro
duces a dangerous deflationary bias m the
world economy (tee <J9)
(u) The Gold Crisis 1938
The United States has run a large and persistent
payments deficit In the 1950s and 1960s This
was initially financed through the willingness of
*breigners to run up dollar balances However
distrust of the dollar has giown and between I960
and 1967 U S gold reserves were run down from
§19500 million to §12100 million After the
devaluation of sterling in November 1967 the
interest of speculators transferred from the pound
to the dollar Since many speculators expected
the devaluation of the dollar to terms of gold to be
followed by a corresponding devaluation of other
currencies there was a growing demand for
gold
After 1961 the central banks of the major trad
ing nations operated a gold pool in the London
market -whereby they agreed to exchange gold for
currencies at existing official exchange rates But
with the growing speculation against the dollar
the system could not be continued without en
dangerfng the US gold reserves The central
bankers gathered for a. crisis meeting in Washing
ton on 17 March and decided to terminate the gold
pool They Introduced two markets for gold with
private transactionstaMngplacein the freemarket
at i price determined by supply and demand, and
transactions among central banks taking place in
the official market at the ofllclal gold price The
United States -was now prepared to convert dollars
into gold only for central banks t e to finance a
deficit only on Its current plus long term capital
account In this -way speculation against the
dollar could be controlled but the problem of the
U S deficit on current and long term capital
account was still to be solved.
Ihe further monetary crisis of November 1968
produced by speculation against the franc and
towards the mark the possibility that the in
coming Nixon Administration would raise the
dollar price of gold and the limited sales on the
free market by gold producers all helped to keep
up the speculative demand for gold and its price
in the free market In the first year alter the gold
crisis the ftee market price averaged about $40
compared with the official price of S35 a fine ounce
There was further currency speculation to 1969
to expectation of a realignment of European ex
change rates In Angnst itfrance, with a weak
balance of payments devalued the franc by 111
per cent and In October West Germany -with a

